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Transactions Briefs 

A Classification of Current-Mode Single-Amplifier 
Biquads Based on a Voltage-to-Current Transformation 

G. S. Moschytz and A. Carlosena 

Abstract- Using a simple and well-known voltage-to-current trans- 
formation, current-mode active RC filters that are amenable to IC 
realization can be derived from their voltage-based counterparts. Using 
this transformation, a classification of current-based single-amplifier 
biquads is introduced which is derived from a similar voltage-based 
classification. This classification is exhaustive in that it includes all 
possible current-based single-amplifier biquads. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Whereas active RC filters, based on controlled voltage sources as 
the active elements, are difficult to realize in IC form, filters based 
on current amplifiers appear to hold far more promise [l]. This is 
because both current gain devices, and resistors based on transistor 
transconductance, can be well controlled in an IC environment. Rather 
than reinvent new current-mode filter circuits, it has been previously 
shown that voltage-based circuits can readily be transformed into 
current-based circuits using a network operation called transposition 
[2], [3]. The two dual (i.e. voltage-based and current-based) circuits 
have also been shown to be related to the concepts of a network 
and its adjoint, the two circuits being called interreciprocal [4], 
[5]. Most importantly, a network and its adjoint (which is the 
relationship between the original voltage-based circuit and its current- 
based counterpart) have identical sensitivities, which implies that 
design rules and optimization strategies that have been developed for 
voltage-based active filters can be directly adapted to current-based 
filters. 

Using the transposition-based voltage-to-current transformation, it 
is shown in the following that the same categories of current based 
single-amplifier biquads (SABs) exist, as are known for voltage- 
based circuits. This leads to a comprehensive filter classification for 
current-based SABs that corresponds directly to the classification 
that has previously been derived for voltage-based SABs [7], [8]. 
Furthermore, as has already been pointed out previously [4] thanks 
to the transformation used, it follows that a previously optimized 
voltage-based filter [9] can be directly transformed into a current- 
mode filter without losing its optimum characteristics. This was 
subsequently also shown in [6]. Whereas the design of current 
amplifiers is still in its beginnings, various design suggestions have 
already been made in the literature [6] and [lo]. 

II. TWO-PORT TRANSFORMATION FOR 
VOLTAGE-TO-CURRENT TRANSFER FUNCTION 

In what follows, we briefly recapitulate the voltage-to-current 
transformation introduced in [2]-[3] as a dual transposition, which 
was also shown in [4] to be based on the adjoint network concept. 
Consider the passive RC two-port shown in fig. la. In terms of the 
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Fig. 1. Passive RC network a) voltage transfer, b) current transfer. 

Fig. 2. Basic signal-flow graph a) for voltage-based biquad, b) for 
curent-based biquad. 

(a) 

J I- 
(b) 

Fig. 3. Block diagram corresponding to sfg in fig. 2: a) voltage-based biquad, 
b) current-based biquad. 

short-circuit admittance parameters, it readily follows that the open 
circuit voltage transfer function is given by 

Vz Y21 
t12 = v, Iz=o = -y22 

where “̂ I’ denotes passivity on the part of the two-port. Consider 
now the same RC two-port, but driven from a current s’ource at the 
output terminal 2 and short-circuited at the input terminal, as shown 
in fig. lb. The short-circuit current transfer function results as: 

-I1 gzl = - = -!!E 
I2 

(2) 
Y22 

Since the two-port is passive, it follows that ylz = ~21, so that: 

&z(s) = &q = -E 

According to [2] and [3], the circuit of fig. lb is the transpose of 
the circuit in fig. la. 
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TABLE I FOUR CLASSES OF SINGLE-AMPLIFIER BIQUADS BASED ON FEEDBACK FUNCTION t32(s) 

:1ass Feedback Configurations Rwt LOCUS of 
Closed-Loop Poles Feedback Function t&) Filter Examples 

1. Bandpass 

Lowpass in Feedback Lcop 

1. Bandpass 

2. Highpass 

Highpass in Feedback LOOP qp=sJl??;;;a 

TABLE I: CONTINUED 

Feedback Configuration 

Cl 

Root Locus of 
Closed-Lczup Poles Feedback Function I&) Circuit Examples 

3 

1+ k3zP 
s,=i- 1+ k,,W 

whaev=q/& 

==-c2 
.9 3 
(Also possibic : Highpass) 

1. Highpass 

4 

(Also possible : Bandpass, Bandreject) 

Note: The parameters WO,  q  , ks2, wZ, qr are functions of the resistors and  capacitors of the RC network used in the corresponding filter circuit. 

III. A CLASSIFICATION OF SINGLE-AMPLIFIER BIQUADS 

A classification of vol tage-based single-amplifier b iquads was 
introduced in [7] and  expanded to include all SABs in [8]. It is 
based on  a  topology whose signal-flow graph (sfg) ‘is shown in 
fig. 2a. The four possible fundamental  filter classes resulting from 
this classification are shown in Table I. The  first three classes 
require a  negative, the fourth a  positive voltage amplifier. The  
feedback functions &z(s) are lowpass, highpass, bandreject and  
bandpass,  respectively, and  are realized by RC networks. The forward 
transfer functions t*12 (s) determine the filter type. Thus, classes three 
and  four with a  bandreject and  bandpass network, respectively, in 
the feedback path, may realize any kind of b iquad filter function 

(other than allpass) by using an  appropriate forward-path function 
tlz(s). 

Inverting the path directions of the sfg in fig. 2a, using a  positive or 
negative current amplifier with gain fcr, and  reversing the operat ion 
of each &j(s) RC two-port as  in fig. lb such that the condit ion of 
(3) holds, we obtain the sfg of fig. 2b. This is the t ransposed version 
of the sfg of fig. 2a. The transfer function of the two are the same, 
al though the former is based on  a  voltage, the second on  a  current 
amplifier. Thus, where the overall voltage transfer function for fig. 
2a  is: 

T(s) =  g  = *Ip tl+) 
1 =F Pt32(S) 
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Fig. 4. a) Voltage-based biquad with voltage-controlled voltage source 
(VVS), b) current-based biquad with current-controlled current source (CCS). 

(b) 
Fig. 5. Voltage-based type I single-feedback class-l bandpass filter a) 
feedback configuration, b) conventional input-output configuration. 

I- b  
(4 RI 

(b) 

Fig. 6. Current-based type I single-feedback class-1 bandpass filter 
a) feedback configuration b) conventional input-output configuration. 

the overall current transfer function for the sfg of fig. 2b is 

+ 
1 T as23 (5) 

= T(s) 

(a) 

kXJT =- 
4N 

(b) 
Fig. 7. ‘I&z I dual-feedback class-3 bandpass filter a) voltage-based 
b) current-based. 

b) 

Fig. 8. Type II dual-feedback class-3 allpass filter a) voltage-based 
b) current-based. 

v2 -p-j-V0 
VI - I+++ 

Rc RD RB V,, = K,V, + K2V2 

Fig. 9. Dual-input signal-output voltage amplifier. 

The block diagrams corresponding to the sfg’s of fig. 2  are shown 
in fig. 3a  and  b, the corresponding controlled source representat ions 
in fig. 4a  and  b. 

In ([7], p. 133)  and  [8], the vol tage-based networks corresponding 
to the topology shown in Figs. 2a, 3a, and  4a  are called single-ended 
input (or type I), single-feedback networks. Depending on  whether the 
feedback function &z(s) corresponds to that of a  lowpass, highpass, 
bandreject,  or bandpass filter, the corresponding class is one,  two, 
three, or four, respectively. Class one  to three networks have negative 
feedback (i.e. -/3), class four positive feedback (i.e. +p). Consider, 
for example, the I-SF-l, i.e. type I (or single-ended input) single- 
feedback, class one  (or “low-pass-in-the-feedback-loop”) bandpass 
filter shown in fig. 5a. The voltage transfer function from terminal 
three to two, i.e. is32 (s), is that of a  lowpass filter (i.e. class one  
filter). Driving the network from a  voltage source VI connected to 
terminal one  does not, in the ideal case, effect &,2 (s), while providing 
a  forward-path voltage transfer function t^lz (s) corresponding to that 
of a  bandpass filter. The  filter, whose overall transfer function is 
determined by talk, is therefore a  bandpass filter. It is redrawn in 
the conventional input-output configuration in fig. 5b. 

. _  . 
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TABLE II CURRENT TRANSFORMED ACTIVE RC BIQUADS 

Voltage-Based Biquads Current-Based Biquads 

Feedback Configuration Input-Output Configuration Feedback Configuration Input-Output Configuration 

r++rJj&; ~3-J &; 

I-SF-2 Bandpassfilter 

TABLE II: CONTINUED 

Voltage-Based Biquads Current-Based Biquads 

Feedback Configuration Input-Output Configuration Feedback Configuradon Input-Output Configuratml 

I-SF-3 Bandpass filter 

I-SF-4 Band-rejection 
filter 

Consider, now, the current transformed version of fig. 5a  as shown 
in fig. 6a. Here the feedback current transfer function from terminal 
two to three, i.e. &a(s) is that of a  lowpass filter. Driving the network 
from an  ideal current source 11~ connected to terminal three does 
not, in the ideal case, effect &a(s), while it provides a  forward-path 
current transfer function &i (s) from terminal two to terminal one  
corresponding to that of a  bandpass filter. The  corresponding overall 
bandpass filter is redrawn in conventional form in fig. 6b. Notice 
that a  cascade of current-based SABs requires the order in which the 
current amplifier and  RC network is interconnected to be  reversed, 
compared to that of vol tage-based SABs. Proceeding in precisely 

the same way, current-based SABs of the other three classes can 
be  derived from their vol tage-based counterparts, as  demonstrated in 
Table II. Naturally, as  with vol tage-based SABs, there are several 
filter types available with each class. The most versatile are class 
three (in which lowpass, h ighpass and  bandpass filter responses are 
readily available) and  class four (which adds band-rejection and  even,  
within limits, allpass, to those available with a  class three network). 

In [7] and  [8], three additional basic topologies are added  in the 
classification of SABs. The fundamental  sfgs of these topologies 
along with their t ransposed version for current-mode operat ion are 
shown in Table III. The  first, that of dual feedback (DF) is especially 
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TABLE III A  CONDENSED CLASSIFICATION OF SINGLE-AMPLIFIER SECOND-ORDER ACTIVE NETWORKS:  SFG REPRESENTATION 

Type1 
Single Feedback 
Class i 

pGTj 

Type1 
Dual Feedback 
Class i 

pIE-j 

Type II 
Single Feedback 
Class i 

pzq 

Type II 
Dual Feedback 
Class i 

Voltage Mode 

(i=3) 

(i=1...3) +I) 

(i=1...3) 

(a) (b) 

Iz = K,I, 
Iz+ = K,I, 

Current Mode 

Iz = K,I, 
Izv = K,I, 

in all cases: K1 = - 2  Kz=l+z+g 

Fig. 10. Possible single-input dual-output current amplifiers (based on  opamps)  a) first version, b) second version. 

useful for class three networks. A typical vol tage-based type I-dual 
feedback-class three (i.e., I-DF-3) bandpass network is shown in fig. 
7a. The corresponding current-transformed I-DF-3 bandpass filter is 
shown in fig. 7b. Similarly, a  vol tage-based type II-dual feedback- 
class three allpass filter is shown in fig. 8a  and  the corresponding 
current-based II-DF-3 allpass filter in fig. 8b. Note that type II implies 
a  topology with a  differential input to the amplifier, or, in other words, 
a  topology with two parallel forward paths of opposite polarity. Thus, 
the four possible basic topologies are 1) single-ended-input, single 
feedback or I-SF; 2) single-ended-input, dual- feedback or I-DF; 3) 

differential input, single feedback or II-SF; and  4) differential input 
and  dual feedback, or II-DF. The first category can be  combined with 
the four feedback classes of Table I, the second mainly with class 
three, the third and  fourth, within certain limits, with all four classes. 
More details in this regard will be  publ ished in a  forthcoming paper.  

The purpose of dual- feedback is to permit high-Q SABs to be  
designed with class-three networks using a  br idged-T in the feed- 
back loop [7]. By adding a  resistive posit ive-feedback loop to the 
existing f requency-dependent  negative feedback loop, the Fialkow- 
Gerst limitations of the zeros in the numerator of t*az (s) or &a (3) 



can be overcome [7] and [8]. Furthermore, by having a differential 
input (output) in the voltage-based (current-based) circuit, zeros with 
arbitrary location in the s-plane are available. Thus, non-minimum 
phase SABs and, in particular, allpass networks can readily be 
obtained (see fig. 8). 

It has been pointed out previously [4] that not only the transfer 
function of a current-mode filter, obtained as the adjoint of its 
voltage-mode version, remains unchanged, but that other important 
characteristics of the two will also remain unchanged. Thus, a voltage- 
mode circuit, optimized according to some criterion such as the 
minimization of the gain-sensitivity product [7], will remain optimum 
after the transformation into a current-mode circuit. Moreover, filter 
circuits, resulting from existing CAD programs and handbooks, e.g. 
[9], can be directly transformed into their current-mode counterparts, 
while retaining the same component values. Naturally, the fact that 
the current-mode version of the filter is more suited for on-chip 
realization, it will result in superior performance, once a comparison 
with an on-chip voltage-mode version is carried out. This has been 
shown, for example, in [ 111. 

IV. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

It could be argued that the transformation from voltage-mode to 
current-mode SABs, and consequently their classification, has, as 
yet, little practical significance. Whereas the classical opamp is well 
established as the active element in the voltage domain, practical 
current amplifiers, as required after the transformation, do not yet 
exist. However, we believe that precisely because of the considerable 
advantages anticipated with current-mode circuits, it will not be long 
before current-mode amplifiers will be available. In the meantime, 
in order to permit a comparison to be made between current- and 
voltage-mode SABs, the authors have previously suggested various 
active devices, made up of opamps and current mirrors that can be 
used in current-mode SABs [6], [lo]. Although their implementation 
cannot be considered optimal, at least they permit a laboratory 
comparison between current and voltage circuits to be made. A more 
detailed analysis, including experimental results using these circuits, 
can be found in the references. Here we outline only the basics of 
the method. 

The idea behind our current-mode circuits is to isolate the opamp 
together with the resistive feedback loop from the voltage-mode SAB 
[12]. The resulting device is a dual input, single output voltage 
amplifier as shown in fig. 9. However, for our transformation into 
the current domain, a single input, dual output current amplifier is 
required. To obtain this, we suggest the two possible circuits shown 
in Figs. 10a and lob. The first employs only two additional current 
mirrors, whereas the second employs an additional current conveyor 
(CCII-) to achieve a high impedance in both outputs. The polarity of 
the opamps corresponds to the positive feedback SABs and must 
be reversed for the negative feedback circuit, as shown in [lo]. 
Incidentally, it should be pointed out that this approach is more 
versatile than that suggested in [12], because it can be applied to 
both positive- and negative-feedback SABs. 
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On the Multiphase Symmetrical Active-R Oscillators 

Dan Stiurca, Member, IEEE 

Abstract-The need for polyphase signals arises in many applications in 
communications, signal processing and power electronics. The literature 
contains a large number of such oscillators [l]-[3]. Between these, 
the active-R oscillators are very attractive for monolithic realization. 
Unfortunately, a great discrepancy between the prediction of their linear 
analysis [3] and the experimental results can be observed. Therefore, a 
new approach for the analysis of m-phase symmetrical active-R oscillators 
(SARO) using standard Op Amps will be presented. 

I. INTR~DuC~~N 

The basic stage used in SARO is the standard Op Amp inverting 
stage, as in fig. 1, [3]. Let us consider that the amplifier’s slew rate 
isSR, and the gain G  = RF/RI is greater than unity. If such a stage 
is driven by a triangular input signalfi of period T, amplitudeI& and 
having the slopes equals to the amplifier’sSR, then the steady state 
output signal V, must have the same period, and the same amplitude 
V,, since there exists a relation: 

V, = TSR. (1) 

The output signal will change the sign of its slope at the moment 
tl, when the voltage UN at the inverting input reaches the threshold 
voltage VTH, fig. 2, necessary for the commutation of the Op Amps 
input stage [4]-[5], i.e. when 

G-lv - G+1” &SRt, = VTH 
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